
HEY GUESS WHAT? 
You can write to politicians and tell them you are worried about something to do with the environment AND that 
you would like it to be changed! 

You can print out out postcard and write down a few key points OR you can draft a longer letter. 

The kids on episode 4: Would You Rather? talk about the fact that we need to focus on what we CAN do when 
it comes to stopping climate change. Well, writing a letter to a politician and letting them know that this is an 
ISSUE is a very good place to start. 

You may have heard of persuasive writing. It’s where you need to convince someone of your point of view. But in 
order to convince someone you need to have logical arguments and be able to close your writing in a strong 
and believable way. Logical means, it makes sense. And your letter really needs to make sense if you want the 
reader to see things from your point of view. 

When it comes to writing to a politician it is no different! You just need to explain in your own words why this 
environmental issue concerns you.  

You could use a personal story e.g. 

 I ride my bike to school and there are no safe bike paths  

The local park has very few trees 

 I have noticed a lot of plastic straws at my beach.  

 You could write about something that impacts more than you and your immediate community e.g.  

I am worried about rising sea levels  

I am concerned about bleaching that is occurring on the Great Barrier Reef  

 I am saddened that Australia is still logging old growth forests for timber products  

I feel frustrated that Australia has not agreed to update its Paris Agreement despite other countries doing so  

I am alarmed that Australia is the 3rd largest emitter of Co2 in the world, if you include our exports... 

The point is YOU get to decide what you are passionate about when it comes to the environment. You should 
research some information on this topic and then plan out your writing. AND the important part of your letter is 
this: make sure you put a NEW idea forward and/or support an alternative option. There is no point in writing a 
letter convincing the government that there is a problem and leaving it at that. You need to persuade them that 
there is a different course of action they can take that will help overcome this problem. 

E.g. 

Instead of cutting old growth forests why don’t you... 

*Who do you send your letter or email to? You can search for your local member and find out how to contact 
them here. (https://www.aph.gov.au/Senators_and_Members/Members) While it is most effective to write to 
your local MP, you could also consider contacting your state’s Senators or the Minister whose portfolio relates to 
your topic area (e.g. Environment Minister or Energy Minister).
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